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is a Chinese interdisciplinary artist who builds relationships between performance, 3D animation, experimental video, and electronic music, currently living in Minneapolis. He is highly influenced by Shanghai's underground electronic 

music culture and clubs and the queer communities that participate in these spaces, and the localization and decolonization of the westernized definition of queer in Chinese club scenes. Through post-club aesthetics, his works present the 

duality of visibility of the Chinese queer identity in the clubs and the simulation of physical and virtual spaces for the Chinese queer community.

With an MFA from Minneapolis College of Art and Design, and double degrees of BBS and BMS from Shanghai Ocean University, Zhang's works have exhibited internationally, including Mana Contemporary in Chicago, Satellite Art 

Club in New York, Soo Visual Art Center in Minneapolis, Hennepin Theatre Trust's Public Art Project in Minneapolis, Light Spa in St.Paul, Save Art Space Public Art Project in Milwaukee, Escape 010101 in Lima, Peru, Leokino Theatre 

in Innsbruck, Austria, Audio Shoot International Music Video & Film Festival in Wexford, Leinster, Ireland, WetDoveTail based in North England, Cultural Center of SHOU in Shanghai, Yulin Normal University in Yulin, and virtual DJ 

performances for Club Carry in New York, Ego Club in Mexico. In 2021, Zhang is selected for the performance project, "The Paradox of Stillness" at Walker Art Center in Minneapolis, working with Simone Forti and her assistant Emily 

Mast to reperform her piece "Cloths" (1967). Zhang's writing about the influence of Post Club aesthetics on the Chinese queer community will be included in the "AMPLIFIER" journal, digitally published in 2021 by OCT Contemporary 

Art Terminal based in Shanghai.

Alejandro Junyao Zhang



Celebration
2021, multi-video installation (projetors, projection, TV screens, speakers, fabric, sound)

Under the traditional family values of Confucianism which less supports 
non-heterosexuality, it is hard for the Chinese queer community to be 
proud of themselves in public. Underground clubs provide transformative 
power to Chinese queer identity through non-judgmental and inclusive 
experiences. 

Celebration is a multi-video installation that simulates a dance club 
atmosphere. Two pieces of long colorful banners with Chinese characters 
are hung from the ceiling at the entrance, and another one is hung at the 
exit, which says "Celebration," "Welcome In," and "Come to Dance." My 
queer dancing body is projected onto three monitors along the black hall. 
On the opposite wall, a mural-sized projection of self-composed music and 
visuals. They confront each other and simulate a dance floor building an 
interactive and celebratory connection between the audio-visual experience 
and the audience to project a state of queerness. 

Multiple psychedelic CGI animations present an alternative and utopian habitat where numerous chrome-plated 
Bodhisattvas dance, where queer thrives and lives free. By duplicating the Bodhisattvas, the religious figures become neutral, 
and the traditional spiritual form is manipulated, communicating messages of universal queer acceptance, celebrated with 
dancing. The three monitors present three queer dancing figures with unapologetic attitudes, which simulate the clubbers 
who embrace their identities and revel in themselves. 



This work explores how Chinese queer community can be visible in the club scenes. The audience moves through the space, 
observing queer bodies in the clubs, and also, they move through queer celebration.



M.E.S.S
2019, 30min performance (audio-visual performance, projection, porjector, white wall, computers, midi-controller, dj-controller, mixers, speakers, tinfoil, leather strapes, fabric)

M.E.S.S is an audiovisual performance about side effects like anxiety and restlessness in the search for identity. The project started in December 
2018 with the initial goal of producing an electronic music album that uses techno and hardstyle as the medium to express the confusion of 
thoughts generated from the subculture's overwhelming by mainstream culture. During the production process, Zhang gradually felt the 
connection of the queer identity brought by this album, and then the music project was expanded to graphic design, album design, costume 
design, music visual, and live audiovisual performance.



The performance experimented with putting the club scene into the gallery and using high-energy hardcore-techno to show the restlessness and release of the club's 
aesthetics and being on the dance floor. Political formations and social pressures are released in dim performances, and identity flows gradually towards the true self. 
The performer wears a mask and a leather strap and Gothic pattern. The body is showing the queer self, but the face is completely blocked. The mask is covered with 
aluminum spikes, which seems to be offensive and a sense of distance. It is reflected in the mask to express the last release of stress, dissatisfaction with the outside 
world, and the positioning of its queer identity in society—the glitchy and ever-changing projections in the performance show this kind of anxiety.

The performance creates a club space that releases pressure, mapping the extreme anxiety of the artist's 
unrecognized queer political and cultural environment, while allowing people to explore their identity in the dim 
performance, and triggering people's thinking.



"Thrashed" is a video work that presents the isolated queer 
body and its transformation into an afterimage in a virtual 
utopia with deconstructed electronica sounds, which was 
created under the influence of the significant changes in 
2020.  

Those changes are thrashing the naked body with insecurity 
mentally and physically, doubting the identity without 
being observed during isolation, and questioning the queer 
existence while voguing along with high heels. 

The desire for intimacy, vulnerability, and care intersect at the center of the body's performance. With the post-club digital aesthetics, the moving body 
becomes a digital afterimage surrounded by plants, Bodhisattva's statues, and delicate structures, addressing the wanting for exhibiting a broken queer self in 
a virtual fantasy. The music strengthens the psychological panic through the elusive penetrability of low-frequency post-club style.

The project has changed, thinking about the queer body representation digitally and the identity language visually, and has challenged the Internet cultural 
manifestation through club aesthetics.

Thrashed
2020, single-channel videos



"Habitat" is a video work presenting a surrealist acid exploration in a queer-identified 
space. It is inspired by the desire to create post-club environments to contain the artist's 
queer identity and the protest against the social nonacceptance of queer identity in Chinese 
society.  

Glowing Chinese characters——"spiritually fierce" and "drums"——spinning around the 
hills and body, prompt the club-like energy. The afterimage-like body is dancing along 
with the holy statues, and a futuristic structure is popping club lighting, which celebrates the 
indiscrimination in the habitat. 

The graveyard formed by the monitors implies the collapse of reality within the Internet cyberculture. The wanting for a queer-accepted space mentally is 
reflected by the significant gravitational representation visually, which creates vertiginous, distorted landscapes throughout the video. The experimental 
and nonnatural sound constructs the desire to look into a better future self.

This video critiques the situation of nowadays young Chinese generations who embrace the Internet culture and virtual spaces to escape from reality, and 
it also addresses the influence of Chinese politics on people's ideologies in an overtone way.

Habitat
2020, single-channel videos



Themes of belief, identity, vulnerability, 
psychological burden, subconscious behavior, and 
superstitious energy intersect at the center of this 
performance. The pig organs put in each angle of 
a pentagram drawn on the floor, corresponding to 
the Five Elements, which are Metal to lung, Wood 
to the liver, Water to the kidney, Fire to heart, and 
Earth to the spleen. The organs are from pigs, the 
most common oblation. The body engages with the 
objects related to those elements, merging with the 
organs, hoping these elements can enter the body 
to create miracles. The body wobbles and twists, 
embodying the anxiety of people who look for help.

Help Me
2019, 60min Performance

performance, installation, tinfoil, pig organs, projection, 
sound, speakers, iron wires, black tapes, lightballs, 
water, glass bottle, insences, leaves, silver plates, mirror, 
iron handle, dirt, plastic, package paper

Chinese names are given by using the Five Elements Philosophy of Daoism: Metal, Wood, Water, Fire, and Earth, which it is 
believed these elements form the world. The characters, as symbols in the names, influence the lives of the people given these 
elements as names. My name was given by adding the Metal and Earth elements to avoid mischance because it was believed I 
lacked these elements.



The tinfoil installation on the wall with incenses is an intangible godlike object reflecting the belief that the Five Elements are 
not a religion, not a law, but a subconscious rule in Chinese culture. A pig head and spiritual money are offered as a sacrifice 
to it, embodying the desire of people who need help from this holy thing. The burden of deep depression and anxiety on 
people's mental activity is shown by the constant changing of the projection, geometric figures flash, and ambient, techno, 
glitch noise pulses. These light and sound elements drag the audience along with the performer, to experience the same 
frustration and anxiety. The overall performance represents an audiovisual experience of action, visuals, audio, and the smell 
of pig organs. When the pig head is worn, it alludes to the controlling nature of subconscious behavior and superstition. The 
performer becomes the pig, the oblation of this ritual, and the sacrificial object of the Five Elements.

Why do most Chinese people believe that the Five Element philosophy solves problems in reality? Is this a psychological 
effect or an existing functional theory? Who or what is helping them to avoid mischance? Or is it a collective consciousness 
under the strong Chinese cultural impact? Along with questions, a hypothetical ritual performance is created, embodying an 
extreme way to combine the Five Elements into bodies.



The Body Embodied
2020, 60min Performance

DJ performance, speakers, dj-controller, computer, eletronic sound, 
projectors, projection, black light, laser light, orange lamp, flash light

The performance facilitates the club-like transformation of the gallery space, breaking the boundaries between the gallery and 
the club, allowing the public issues of identity flow and display in the club to be discussed in the art space, allowing identity to 
be achieved through the club scene Concretization.



The flowing identity in the club allows people to release themselves on the dark dance floor. As a DJ, the artist controls the atmosphere of the space and the rhythm of the audience. The 
audience seat observers will naturally join the performance with the music. The identity of the show is fluid and, at the same time, universal. Different people come to this space to trigger 
themselves, and at the same time, people have different perceptions under different music. Under the influence of the subconscious, the dancing posture will also change, and personality will 
also be triggered.

The main style of DJ performance is to 
deconstruct electronic music, showing 
the diversity and unpredictability of the 
club. The rotating laser light gives the 
space more visual dizziness. The images 
that are continuously and dynamically 
broadcast on the projection symbolize 
the performance, mechanically 
transforming the performance into a 
product in the audience's memory, 
and engraving the symbol in the 
consciousness.



Quarantine Hysteria
2020, single-channel video, sound

Under the influence of COVID-19 and the epidemic prevention policy, our bodies have to be isolated at home for weeks. Based on the current situation, the concept album Human-Virus Utopia came into being. The concept 
focuses on the impact of COVID-19 on surrounding things, such as psychological problems, material panic buying, the uncertainty of virus symptoms, and electronic screens as our only social windows. Quarantine Hysteria is the 
second track in this album. It presents the mental sensibility and negative hallucinations to the quarantine spaces through the elusive penetrability of deconstructed electronica style and low-frequency drumbeats from the hardcore-
techno music.

Visually, the music video of Quarantine Hysteria reinforces the delivery of the track more. The news-like intro and the rising infected cases data reflect the collective panic worldwide. A messy table, a sink full of dishes, a trash can 
around the building's corner, a steak next to the oven – they are being amplified, with the virus-like characters flying around, which implies the aggravation of hysteria and hallucinations. The video investigates the extreme details 
of the spaces through futuristic raw 3D modelings and acid strategy to travel between them from the video-game-like perspective. The suppositional virus character shows fear when we access the public space, such as the laundry 
room and the mailbox area. The fear toward the virus gradually establishes with the climax of the song. It shows the anxiety and ecstasy emotions and reveals the delicate world of conflicting emotions inside.



2021       Group Exhibition, Queering the Cream City, Public Art Billboards, Milwaukee, WI

2021       Group Exhibition, Doomsday Evolution, Satellite Art Club, Brooklyn, New York, NY

2021       Group Exhibition, 2021 MCAD MFA Thesis Exhibition, MCAD MFA Gallery, Minneapolis, MN

2021       Group Exhibition, Window Walk Show, Light Spa, St. Paul, MN

2021       Group Exhibition, 1:4 Exhibit, WetDoveTail Online Gallery, North of England

2021       Group Exhibition, Made @ MCAD, MCAD Gallery, Minneapolis MN

2021       Group Exhibition, I Went to Art School and All I Got was A Pandemic, MCAD Gallery 148, Minneapolis, MN

2021       Group Exhibition, Crystal World VR Exhibition, Escape 010101, Lima, Peru

2020       Group Exhibition, Foot in the Door 5: The Virtual Exhibition, Minneapolis Institute of Art, Minneapolis, MN

2020       Group Exhibition, The Red Planet VR Party & Visual Exposition, Escape 010101, Lima, Peru

2020       Group Exhibition, The GAs, Suitcase Gallery, MCAD Printshop, Minneapolis, MN

2020       Group Exhibition, C4W:2020 Lush Future, Gamut Gallery, Minneapolis, MN

2020       Group Exhibition, The MAZE VR Exhibition, Escape 010101, Lima, Peru

2020       Group Exhibition, 2020, MCAD Main Building, Minneapolis, MN

2020       Solo Exhibition, Quarantine Hysteria, MCAD Library, Minneapolis, MN

2020       Group Exhibition, Made @ MCAD, MCAD Gallery, Minneapolis MN

2020       Group Exhibition, SooVAC's 16th Annual Juried Show, Soo Visual Art Center, Minneapolis, MN 

2020       Group Exhibition, Bound: An MFA Reading Library, MCAD Library, Minneapolis, MN

2020       Group Exhibition, The Body Embodied, MCAD Gallery 148, Minneapolis, MN

2019       Group Exhibition, Open Studio Night, MCAD MFA Gallery, Minneapolis, MN 

2019       Group Exhibition, Break Every Rule, MCAD MFA Gallery, Minneapolis, MN

2017       Two-Person Exhibition, Chasing Dream, SHOU Gallery, Shanghai, China (with photographer, Yuhan Meng)

2005       Solo Exhibition, Age of Ten, Yulin Normal University, Yulin, ChinaEx
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2021          Offical Selection, The 5th DIAMETRALE. Experimental Film Festival, Innsbruck, Austria

                  Habitat, exhibited at Leokino Theatre, Innsbruck, Austria

2021          Official Selection, Left Field, Minneapolis, MN

                  Tensional, exhibited at Northrup King Building Silo, Minneapolis, MN

2021          Official Selection, My Dreams These Days Screening Event, Chicago, IL

                  Celebration, exhibited at 280 S Columbus Dr room B12, School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL

2021          Van Derlip Award, MCAD, Minneapolis, MN

2021          Official Selection, Melting: Queer City Pride Month Art Festival, Chengdu, China

                  Celebration, exhibited at PZS Gallery, Chengdu, China

2021          Emergency Relief Fund, MCAD, Minneapolis, MN

2021          Official Selection, Is It A Good Time Screening Event, Chicago, IL

                  Quarantine Hysteria, exhibited on Mana Contemporary website, Chicago, IL 

2021          Residency, Franconia Sculpture Park Emerging Artist Residency, Shafer, MN (decline)  

2021          Emergency Relief Fund, MCAD, Minneapolis, MN

2020          Official Selection, Audio Shoot International Music Video & Film Festival 2020, Wexford, Leinster Ireland

                  Thrashed / Habitat, exhibited at Wexford Arts Centre, Wexford, Leinster Ireland

2020          Art Connects Us, Hennepin Theatre Trust, Minneapolis, MN

                  Minnesota LGBTQIA+ Power, exhibited on Clear Channel Billboard, Minneapolis, MN

2020          Personal Emergency Relief Fund, Springboard for the Arts, Minneapolis, MN

2020          MFA Merit Scholarship, MCAD, Minneapolis, MN

2019-21    MFA Trustees Scholarship, MCAD, Minneapolis, MN

2019-21    Graduate Technical Assistantship, MCAD, Minneapolis, MN

2018          NUAE Award (Painting), The 5th National Undergraduate Art Exhibition, Shanghai, China

                  Third Place Award, Positive Energy, exhibited in Shanghai Jiaotong University, Shanghai, China

2018          Excellence of Academic for Single Subject, Shanghai Ocean University, China

2017          The Zhixing Cup Shanghai Undergraduate Social Practice Project Competition, Shanghai, China

                  Third-class Prize, Glory and Dream, exhibited in Shanghai Technology University, Shanghai, China 

2017          UCCW Award (Music), The 2nd Undergraduate Culture Creativity Works, Shanghai, China

                  Third Place Award, Dark Paradise, exhibited in Shanghai Jiaotong University, Shanghai, China

2016         Outstanding Individual, The 18th China International Art Festival on Campus, Shanghai, China



Alejandro Junyao Zhang

Thank You

www.junyaozhang.com   /   alejandrojunyaozhang@gmail.com   /   ins: alejandro_zhang   /   Spotify Artist: Öil Nature


